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CONNECTING MAIMONIDES ALUMNI WORLDWIDE

Rachel Levine '03, a junior at Barnard
College, is completing a semester
abroad in India. Following are excerpts
from her blog, in which she describes
time spent with members of Bnei
Menashe, a group of several thousand
in northeast India that traces its
ancestry to Jewish origins. Many are
now making aliyah.

…I have been extremely fortunate to
have been able to spend some time
with (Bnei Menashe). Last Shabbat, my
parents and I were staying nearby to
them and attended the same
synagogue where we witnessed their
unbridled excitement. Since I have
come to Bombay with a flexible
schedule and goal of volunteering in
the Jewish community, I offered to
help in any way possible…

…We took a boat from the gateway of
India to ancient temples of Elephanta
Island, an hour off the Bombay shore.
Without even trying, I was embraced
by several families and included in
what felt like almost all the pictures
taken that day. Two tiny girls practi-
cally glued their hands to mine and
walked around with me all day, barely
saying a word (not that I would have
understood them had they tried to
speak to me), but just content to be
holding my hand—and I was thrilled
too!

Despite language troubles, I was able
to speak to a few of the youth and ask
them about their experiences. From
this group, some are going to the

northern city, Carmiel, and others to
Nazareth. They will be cared for and
trained by the government for their
first ten months in Israel and from
there are on their own. Their entire
future in Israel is a frightening
prospect for me, but to them is a
welcome challenge. Emboldened by
their confidence and strong resolve,
they insist that this is the only place
they must be. They deny any doubts
in their decision to leave everything
they know and enter a foreign
country where everyone speaks a
different language, eats different
foods, looks very different, and rarely
thinks of including them in "Jewish
history"…

Last Sunday evening, I went back to
their hostel to join them in a send-off
party, during which a few of the rabbis
from "Shavei Yisrael" (the organization
that has taken on this community and
other "lost tribes" and helped them to
return to Israel, www.shavei.org) as
well as Jewish Agency representatives
addressed the group with both
practical instructions about what to
expect in the coming days and
months as well as pep-talk style
speeches. What followed was the
most pure outcry of spiritual joy that I
have ever experienced…

…On Shabbat afternoon, we led activ-
ities for about 15 children for around
5 hours! They just couldn't get
enough. We sang Hebrew songs,
played games with Jewish themes,

tried
teaching
some of
the Hebrew
aleph-bet
(most of
the
children
know the
song of the
aleph-bet but cannot recognize the
written letters), and tried to incor-
porate Hebrew vocabulary into
various games which provided outlets
for their unending energy….

I felt awful leaving on Saturday night,
saying goodbye to people with whom
I could barely speak, but still felt such
a strong connection… In these
people, I have witnessed a rare display
of the human desire for an identity
one can name and place, and the
extent to which people will go to
connect with their history, even if that
history dates back thousands of years.
In the next few days, the last of these
two hundred Mizorami Jews will land
in Israel. But only in the next few
decades will we see how they fare
there…. Like any immigrant
community, they will face many
hardships, but they may also face
attacks on their legitimacy as Jews
and even racial discrimination. Still,
their faith in the truth of their decision
and peoplehood outweighs any fears
for these hardships. Their love and
sincerity are truly inspirational.

Discovering, and Living, Jewish History

Kol Bogrei Rambam is the Alumni Council's new monthly e-newsletter for and about Maimonides School graduates. Each month we'll share
information on individual graduates' ventures and accomplishments, as well as general news notes, all reflecting the school's mission of

preparing educated, observant Jews to be contributing members of society. We invite your information, ideas and feedback, as we strive to
present a panorama of the school's 54-year alumni community. Please contact us at alumni@maimonides.org.
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Moses Sternstein '01 is in Israel
on a Fulbright grant, researching
conservative Islamic political
thought. Moses was supposed to
be based in Cairo, focusing on the
texts of Sayyid Qutb, generally
considered the intellectual
founder of Sunni fundamentalism.
"But as a secular authoritarian
regime, the Egyptian government
had some concerns with a young
Jewish American with past ties to
Israel studying Egyptian funda-
mentalism," he writes. "Because
Fulbright is a State Department
exchange program, host countries
have final say on the activation…"

The Department of State website
says the Fulbright Program is
designed to "increase mutual
understanding between the
people of the United States and
the people of other countries…"
Moses reports that "after a series
of revisions and an ultimate
concession to stop my research on

modern Islamic politics in the 10th

century, in late September the

Egyptian government reversed

field and denied me entrance into

the country. So, I was transferred

over to Israel, which was the first

Middle Eastern country to take me

on at such short notice." 

Moses says he is trying to pursue

essentially the same project,

"although, not surprisingly, it has

been something of an adjustment.

Part of what I had aspired to do

was live in the Arab/Islamic

world… Still, I am focusing on

languages, pursuing my research

and hopefully will get involved

with a project of some kind ideally

concerned with issues in Arab civil

society in Israel." The former

Maimonides student council co-

president from New Haven is a

University of Pennsylvania

graduate.

Fundamental Differences
Eleanor (Stern) Weiner '58 of
Brooklyn was in Brookline last fall
and stopped in to check out the
latest changes on campus. She said
she sees classmates Miriam Perman
and Shlomoh Wohlgemuth from
time to time, and was on her way to
visit Edith (Bramson) Dovek '56 at
the Israel Book Shop. Eleanor noted
that her family was the first to
graduate seniors in three consec-
utive years, with Yaffa '56 and Naftali
'57 preceding her.

Reflecting on the '50s

Abraham Katz '71 has launched
the Beurei HaTefila Institute, to
continue the work of his teacher,
Rabbi Isaiah Wohlgemuth, who
retired in 1998.

A graduate of Yeshiva University
and Boston University School of
Law, Abraham said he hopes his
new institute soon will sponsor
lectures and days of learning. He
also plans to draft a textbook and is
looking for opportunities to speak
to students, as part of adult
education or high school programs.
The website is
www.beureihatefila.com.

The Beurei Tefila (interpretation of
prayer) course was the school's
most popular for decades, Mr. Katz
said. "Rabbi Wohlgemuth and, of
course, Rabbi Soloveitchik, were
visionaries because of the tefila
classes." 

Look for the upcoming edition of Kol
Rambam in your mail for details.

Continuing the Work

Elie Hassenfeld '99 is helping

develop what he calls "a Zagat's

for charities-a website where you

can easily determine how to

accomplish the most possible

good with your donation." He and

five associates are composing a

thorough collection of information

on major world problems-health,

hunger-and the nonprofits that

address them, to help people

accomplish the most good

possible with their donations.

Elie, who works in the hedge fund
industry, says the plan is to focus
on "thoroughly understanding the
problems with the world, the
existing research on how to attack
them, and the organizations that
are accomplishing the most good
per dollar… This doesn't already
exist, I'm pretty sure, because we
couldn't find it when we wanted it,
which is how this project started."

Take a look at the project's infancy
at www.givewell.net.

"The Most Good Per Dollar"
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Avi Perry '00 is finishing up a half-year at Boston Medical

Center, under a Congressional Emerson National Hunger

Fellowship, conducting field site work in support of public

health programs to counter hunger and poverty. "We are

looking at federal safety-net programs to see how they

correlate to children's health, growth and development,"

Avi said. "In other words, is a kid from a family on food

stamps more likely to grow better and healthier. We are

trying to measure whether these programs in which we are

investing billions of dollars actually work." He said he is the

lead writer of a report that will be sent to the Senate and

House Agriculture Committees (anti-hunger programs are

part of the Farm Bill).

The 2005 Yale graduate won a Yale Fellowship to conduct

research on HIV AIDS education and prevention programs

in rural Thailand. While there, he also served as a consultant

to UNICEF, helping to design national micronutrient fortifi-

cation programs for the governments of Laos, Cambodia

and the Philippines. "I wanted to see what the world was
about before committing to a graduate program," he said.

Avi also spent time working on a Colorado ranch and on a
commercial fishing boat based in Maine, "getting a sense of
what the country looks like, what is important to people,
what it is like to earn a day laborer's wage." He also biked
across the country raise money for Habitat for Humanity, an
experience that "gave me a real introduction to what
affordable housing looks like in America."

As part of the Emerson Fellowship, which is a project of the
Congressional Hunger Center, Avi will spend the next
several months in Washington as a health policy fellow at
the Center for American Progress. "There have been some
encouraging trends," he said. "At the same time there is a
tremendous amount of work to be done and a tremendous
disparity of opportunity." Long-term, he is applying to
programs for a joint degree in law and public health, and is
also considering a smicha program.

Battling Hunger and Poverty

Andrew Geller '96 is finishing up a three-month international elective rotation
in public hospitals in the jungles of Ecuador. The fourth-year student at the
University of Massachusetts School of Medicine spent his first month mastering
Spanish. He is scheduled to begin another rotation, this one in Be'er Sheva.
Andrew’s mother, Tobie Geller, is the Foreign Language Department Chair in the
Middle and Upper School.

Elective in Ecuador
Yehuda Leeder '05 is looking
for vintage Maimonides
School athletic uniforms, the
older the better. He may be
reached via email at
IrisScot2@aol.com.

Collector's Items
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